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Social Committee Announces Plans For Dance Weekend

Plans have not yet been completely drawn up to the last detail but Dance Weekend promises to be the best of recent years. Elliott Ellis' social committee has come up with several ideas, some of which will be sent to each day, and upon arriving she will receive a purple, suede dance carpet.

Philander's Tomb Among Sacred Shrines poles

By Art Burton

In a most shocking display of poor taste, a host of vandals, presumably from Ashland College, descended on Gambier, Ohio, last week to desecrate some of the most sacred shrines in this part of the state. Slashing with knives and guns, the vandals stained and defiled such places as the tomb of John Jacob Schreiber behind St. Mary's, B. Hayes lawn in Benson Bowl, and the tomb of Philander Chase, founder of the little liberal arts college on the hill.

Civilians in Gambier and vicinity were understandably outraged when the vandals were discovered, but it is rumored that the police have the situation under control.

The present rules are: Each fraternity shall send representatives to each rush, two to each rush, to one of his college address. The rusher will indicate his choice upon return to school in a vote. There will be two open days following rush and candidates for each fraternity have been chosen by the representatives of the rusher.

Fraternity Head Decrees Opponents As Weak, Stupid

Atteboro, Mass. (L.P.)—The American collegiate fraternity system is stronger and better than ever before, according to Mr. G. Baldwin, chairman of the Inter-fraternity Research and Advisory Council.

"I am happy to report," he added, "that the system has been under attack by some individuals who have not been familiar with its benefits.

"This system is responsible for housing and feeding and guiding nearly one third of the students of higher education in our country, and it has been in the wilderness, a voice unable to distinguish between the demerits of the U. S. A. and the school systems of the world.

"The system is basic to the democratic society of America and that it has not subordinated itself to a character building or any other system, which encourages friendship." Mr. Baldwin added.

There are 17 regular fraternities with a million and a half members, and 18 of the chapters are not yet on the scene, thanks to the Pan-Hellenic Council.

Pan-Hellenic Changes First Bidding Date

The Pan-Hellenic Council met on Tuesday evening under the leadership of Mr. Art Burton, who presided over the following in order to rule the bidding system: Written bids will be mailed out by fraternities over the coming weeks, and the deadlines for the bid will be December 25th. The winner will be chosen by the Pan-Hellenic Council.

The present rules are: Each fraternity shall send representatives to each rush on the hill, two to each rush, to one of his college address. The rusher will indicate his choice upon return to school in a vote.
President Discusses Lecture Of Hutchins, Student Reaction

By Gordon Keith Chalmers
President, KENYON COLLEGE

The bits of talk about Mr. Hutchins’s lecture which I have been hearing for the last several weeks have all been of the same kind. You say they are not directly related to the lecture itself, and they are not, but the speakers are often not very clear in what they do say, and it is easy to lose track of the main points. A few examples of what I have heard:

- "I think Hutchins is right. He’s always been right."
- "I don’t think Hutchins is right. He’s always been wrong."
- "I heard Hutchins say..."
- "I heard Hutchins not say..."
- "I heard Hutchins say something that I forgot."
- "I heard Hutchins say something that I can’t remember."

It is clear that there is a great deal of interest in Hutchins’s lecture, and that people are trying to understand it. However, the main points of the lecture are not always clear, and it is difficult to determine what Hutchins actually said. The lecture was given at a time when the college was experiencing a lot of change, and people were trying to make sense of it. It is likely that the lecture was not very clear, and that people are trying to make sense of it in their own way.

**Kennyon College**

**Professor Cites Religious Trend in U. S. Colleges**

New Haven, Conn. (AP) — The most significant development in the field of higher education has been the growth of religion and religious life on campus, according to a new study.

In the study, Professor Douglas J. McKechnie, a religion professor at Yale University, found that 60% of the students surveyed said that religion was an important part of their college experience.

**Kennyon College**

**11 Oil Paintings Exhibited in Philo**

By Allen Connely

The eleven oil paintings which have been on exhibition in Philo since last fall are the work of the late Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan DeFries, who have a long-standing reputation in the field of art. The DeFrieses have been active in the art world for many years, and their work has been widely praised.

**Kennyon College**

**X-Changes**

**GAME CAM**

Barry seemed to have played his last game of Ohio campus lately. A long, brown-haired man with a beard, Barry often slogged through rain and mud on his way to class. It was not uncommon for him to be seen with a football tucked under his arm, ready to play at a moment’s notice.

**Kennyon College**

**The kenyon college**

**The kenyon college**
Faculty Artists
Plan Spring Show

With one eye constantly on the rapidly approaching date for its semiannual exhibit, the faculty art club at State College is preparing for its annual weekly meetings which has been set for March 1. The gallery is located in the basement of the Science building and will again be able to see the work of what leader and instructor Dave Stroud calls the most artistically inclined faculty in the country.

With the leadership of Mr. Virgil Albrecht, the students seem to love this exposure and give the student body an insight into the nature of the genuine artistic personality.

Mrs. Lamore, Dr. Norden, Miss Chuah, and Mr. Krigger.

"Airlift Seminar" Held by Friends

Philadelphia, Pa. — (May 04, 1950) — Associate Secretary of the American Friends Service Committee, reported recently to the Quaker organization on his work as an "Airlift". This was held by the Committee in Berlin last month.

Mr. McCorkle carried his title when he spoke about the national Service Seminar which was formed to help the students, faculty, and alumni of the universities of the Rhineland.

The Committee is also an initiative of nine countries, including Denmark, England, France, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United States, and four nations of the Rhineland, all of which are attending the Seminar. Mr. McCorkle reported regarding training that their talks were the problem of youth in the present world situation.

Mr. McCorkle reported that a faculty of almost fifty professors from Germany, Eng- land, and the United States in- tended to the students in Berlin.

The seminar was held at the Air Base, a 72,000-ton research as a community center by the Ameri- can Friends Service Committee in the American Sector of Berlin. The seminar, which is the first of its kind, will take place four times, and twice a week held open meetings in the evenings to which all students were invited.

"Approximately 400 people came into each open meeting," Mr. McCorkle said. "Hiring the locals was the German people have a great hunger for communication with people from other lands. The Seminar was good mental therapy, for the Germans there is a terrible need for duplicating this kind of experience as rapidly and as widely as possible."
Lords Defeated 19-7 By Ashland Team Using Frost

The Kenyon Lords bowed to a powerful Ashland squad, 19-7, under the lights at Ashland Saturday night. It was the Lords' fourth loss in six starts.

The Hendersonmen held the Eagles to a light 3-4 basket at the first half, but were swamped in the second half by the running of Hart. Hart, 206 pound freshman back, the passing of Kenny Funk, 1947-Ohio back, and the lay-up of Joe Commano, 150 pound Little Al, a senior forward. The Eagles, now out of the Ohio Conference, were allowed to play freshman.

Warren "Turkey" Thompson opened the scoring in the third quarter with a thirty yard yard pass over tackle, and from that point on, the Eagles constantly threatened the Kenyon goal. The Lords answered by Dick Forbo, who was kept out of most of the game by a foot injury, put on strong goal line stands, but finally surrendered in the fourth quarter to Hart, who galled through the line until the second quarter and intercepted a Money pass to lumber 65 yards for the third. Hart kicked the extra point.

The Kenyon passage came later in the fourth quarter on passes by Jack Money, who completed 9 in 17 attempts. Hal Malbery put Kenyon on Ashland 44, and another in Ashland territory, went to Rod Haskell, who also failed to paydirt. Dan Brunson, suffering a neck injury, came in to convert the extra point.

The victory was Ashland's 4th in 6 tries and 1 loss that being to Heidelberg's unbeaten squad.

Kenyon 0 0 5 0 = 5
Ashland 0 1 13 10 = 15

Practice Session Initiates Court In Field House

After working out on the Ben- son Bowl track for two weeks, Kenyon's basketball team finally got to touch a basketball last Monday. On that day Coach Dave Henderson's boosters initiated the new Wethersfield Field House court with a two hour practice session of drills and shooting.

Approximately fifteen men are working out now in preparation for the first game which is scheduled for December

From all reports of the candidates, they are very pleased with the new baskets, especially when the ball goes through the hoop.

Those working out now are Dave Bell, Rippy Ruxey, Perry Tinkham, John Schlossman, Mark Groenland, Chuck DaWih, Bill Scharbeck, Earle Ellison, Rippy Ruxey, Marc McIver, Eerrer Abajian, Clarence G. Gobrey, Jr., and Libor Paris.

The Intramurals

By George Flores

The intramural touch football season is drawing to a close but the battle is still fierce in both leagues.

In the West League it looks as if the Phi Kapps are just about a shoe in for the title. They repeated undefeated and ended with Tom Whittington, passing, and Hank Roberts and Lloyd Hood catching them, the Phi Kaps rolled to a 21-5 victory over Harcourt No. 1 last night.

If the Phi Kapps should falter, they could be overturned by Jack Henderson’s Pea or the sharp Delta Phi aggregation. Both of these teams manage to keep on winning.

Over in the East League, there is a situation which is very different. Beta Theta Pi moved into first place by a 7-6 victory over Alpha Delta Phi. The Betas scored their touchdowns on a pass from Payse Pitrak to Ed Sawyer that was good for twenty-yards, the same combination of Pinzler and Sawyer clicked again to provide the extra point and winning margin.

At the same time Middle Kenyon and Delta Tau Delta were engaged in a scoreless struggle. This game was played almost entirely in the M. K. Five where the defenders held. Saul Sander, the able runner, turned the ball out of the end zone to kill the clock.

The race in this league is so close that only the Alpha Deltas are virtually out of the race.

Division Dorry Cops Due Monday.
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